PROCEEDINGS

Sub: Submission of M.Tech./M.Plan Dissertation - 2021 Admission - reg

It is informed to all concerned that the M.Tech./M.Plan students admitted in the year 2021 can submit their dissertation earliest by 27/06/2023, if the Project Guide and Project Evaluation Committee are satisfied with the work. The last date for submission without late fee is fixed as 27/07/2023. Students are not required to register for the next semester if they submit the dissertation before this date. In case they are not able to submit the thesis by this date, they will have to register for the Monsoon semester 2022-23, with permission from the undersigned and by paying the full semester fees.

Dean (Academic)

Copy to:
1. Registrar, HODs, DR (Acad), DR (Finance)
2. M.Tech. Programme Coordinators/FAs/Project Guides with a request to send copies of this to the M.Tech. students including those doing project outside the Institute in industry/R&D Labs
3. Director (for information)